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ABSTRACT 
Clients travelling on road may be in need of several cloud based services on real time. These services need to be provided by 
effectively coping up with several issues like jitter , delay, etc. There have been several best practices for providing such services. 
The emerging technique has been named as Fog computing that comprises of Network Fog centers. These Fog centers help in 
bringing cloud closer to the edge device. Resource allocation is the primary concern for saving energy on such networked Fog 
centers. An optimized resource scheduler has been devised which has the capability, i) to perform static and dynamic allocation, 
ii)to be adaptive, iii)to optimize bandwidth using tunable bandwidth manager. The flexibility of the scheduler is considerably 
increased by using prediction based techniques. A distributed buffer is created for making the fog center architecture more 
efficient and novel. Various techniques are deployed for bandwidth optimization including live migration and data compression, 
thus effectively managing bandwidth consumption. The effectiveness of the scheduler is compared under different workload 
conditions. An effective migration technique that optimizes the scheduling functionality, is thus chosen based on criteria such as 
downtime mitigation and application performance evaluation.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The devices that are making use of cloud services are increasing day by day. Processing each and 

everything from the cloud have become increasingly difficult. We need to stop focusing on doing all activities 

on cloud and instead do things elsewhere like a place close to a device or on the device itself. This is the 

scenario in a new paradigm called fog computing. Fog computing is composed of networked fog centers and fog 

nodes as in figure 1.The deployment of this fog center generally is done between the edge user and the cloud 

data center. The salient features of this center are it is capable of locating edge, perception of location, deploying 

geographical edges adaptability, access of wireless networks and low energy usage. 

It is generally impossible to overcome the amount of energy usage in cloud data centers. Yet to a certain 

extent the energy consumption can be reduced. Fog centers make trivial changes so that energy consumption can 

be reduced by the usage of small sized self powered data centers. Even the prerequisite for bandwidth to access 

the actual cloud is little, thus overcoming delay and delay jitter issues.Resource scheduling needs to be done 

whenever we need to extract maximum efficiency from the fog nodes[1]. It can be defined as allocation of 

resources according to client’s needs. The main requirement is that the allocation of resources should provide 

optimality which includes proper provisioning of time and energy[6]. Several problems occur while doing so 

like over provisioning and under provisioning which should be conquered. 
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The major areas falling under resource management are, 

1. Restricted resource scheduling 

2. Resource  stereotyping based on claim 

3. Workload regulation 

4. Application distribution 

5. Resource exploitation estimation 

6. Resource ranking and profit growth 

7. Large-scale arrangement of  resources 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Fog computing 

 

Making use of excessive bandwidth incurs additional charges and is generally expensive. Processes like 

data recovery and data transmission relay on large amount of bandwidth[2]. There are several ways of reducing 

this bandwidth. One such technique is compression which can be incorporated using several technologies used 

by some of the recent cloud vendors. 

Some major technologies used are, 

1. Reduce file size using compression: This is a clear-cut method of compressing a file whenever it tries 

to flow into a storage device or disk. This system however has its own disadvantages like performance issues 

and issues with files that are written once and require only occasional access. 

2. Data De-duplication: It includes identifying duplicate data bits and delete them so that the bandwidth 

consumption can be reduced to a certain extent.It can be done both at source as well as destination level. 

3. Network Attached Storage Compression: This is a lined up compression with the support to both CIFS 

and NFS, and is generally found between application servers and NAS arrays[3]. Its major role is to act as a 

front-end for the storage activities. 

4. Storage space Compression: This type of method is used to compress system of files kept in a storage 

array. The activities can be done either in a sequence or after processing. The first type of processing is done at 

the source while the second type is done at destination. 

 

Majority of today’s computing scenarios are not capable of supporting flawless mobility of users[9]. The 

main necessity is that the downtime should be unnoticeable until the processing is transferred to the new 

location. The technique of changing a running virtual machine between various physical machines without the 

client being aware of the disconnection is called live migration. All the processing activities including network, 

storage and memory are moved from the original machine to the destination. 

Three major challenges arise in executing such live virtual machine migrations namely, 

1) low bandwidth commodity links such as DSL should make use of optimized memory live migration 

2) many systems works only with Network Attached Storage (NAS) based migration. 

3) bi-directional trust relation must be established between the moving host and target. 
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In section II the description about the related work are discussed. In section III the problem description is 

elaborated. In section IV the modules of the proposed work are presented. In section V the energy performance 

is analysed and finally in section VI and VII, the conclusion and future scope are presented respectively. 

 

Related Work: 

This section discusses various related works to the concept of the presented work. 

J.Song et al(2014) has studied the trade-off setback for energy associated traffic solely on wireless 

networks. A model named as Energy-efficient Cooperative off-load model(E2COM) is devised. The main 

intention is to make certain that the fairness is enriched and the repetitive computation is reduced[8]. The 

dismissal of data being used by the network can only be diminished by making use of systems with joint two-

way execution as well should be able to share their computations. This type of methodology used is based on 

distinct time based constraints. The time intervals should be designed in such a way that at a time only one task 

is capable of taking a resolution. Current systems which support only less off-loads or no off-loads can be 

compared with this energy efficient cooperative model and has shown significant efficacy. An online task based 

algorithm is also devised and it works on the Lyapunov based optimization techniques . These techniques can 

effectively forecast the solution to a problem scenario without the necessity of any before knowledge. 

Liang Yu et al(2016) describes a system wherein several smart microgrid based structures are built in order 

to overcome several issues of data center and also to make efficient use of them. These grid structures are 

capable of enhancing various parameters with relation to cloud like increased performance and less energy 

utilization, etc.The costs generally applied include current utilization bills, cost of setting up of generators, 

battery or cell setup cost and the costs incurred on on-going input[14].These costs can be substantially decreased 

by using this method. There are several constraints associated with the above costs incurred. The most 

significant among them are, 

1. Backing up of support generators 

2. Various parameters effective on cells 

3. Input load conditions 

 Kriti Priya(2014) has studied various techniques for minimizing bandwidth[4].The most predominantly 

used technique uses a genetic algorithm based optimization of bandwidth. There are various schemes for making 

this approach to come into being. The first one is based on twofold interval rating method which processes 

consumers who are in need of transactions at a later phase are put into a unicast flow. The second one works by 

allowing consumers to make use of the multicast flow until unicast stream is readily granted.The third category 

is made up of cluster of varied channels and services consumers accordingly.Several experiments were 

conducted based on bandwidth related optimizations possible and the algorithm proves to be one among the 

efficient ways of proving low-bandwidth energy consumption. 

Ambika Gupta et al (2016)Virtualization of fog centers and fog nodes definitively has a huge number of 

advantages. The first advantage can be said as fog nodes have the capacity to provide improvised provisioning 

feature when compared to other normal methods[7].The rate at which the data is transferred also gets improved. 

With live migration technology the downtime can be significantly reduced. In the technique used in this work an 

algorithm is devised in such a manner that it operates by reducing network backbone induced  latency. The live 

migration is effectively managed by making use of hypervisors, dirty page transmissions, clean pages etc. The 

experimental setup tests under both real and synthetic load conditions provide significant reduction in average 

downtime induced. 

Weiwei Lin et al(2012),[13]Job scheduling being a primary issue in achieving high efficiency in cloud 

computing,it poses is a big challenge for efficient scheduling algorithm design and implementation Many job-

scheduling algorithms of cloud computing make considerations of only the resource needs for CPU and 

memory, while ignoring bandwidth needs. A bandwidth aware methodology is thus required for fog computing 

environments so that maximum performance can be achieved. A multi port model is presented here.The 

algorithm proposed is experimented using cloudSim tool. Presently, most of the methodologies do not consider 

the performance variations of VMs, and thereby assign tasks to every VM uniformly. This type of allocation is 

not ethical as it results in huge amount of energy usage.The proposed Bandwidth based optimization algorithm 

is capable of improving utilization of computing resources as well as reduction in processing time. This in term 

is related to the drastic reduction of cost and time savings. 

 

Problem Description: 

The main problems addressed in this work are 

• To substantially reduce the direct utilization of remote clouds as servers for delay and delay-jitter sensitive 

services 

• Adaptive resource scheduling for both scalable and distributed implementation 

• Live virtual machine migration for bandwidth optimization  
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Majority of the current data center based research work is based on effective management of resources on a 

service model while making use of virtualization and consolidation. A significant amount of communication and 

computing rigorous functionalities info-entertainment applications, coding and decoding of real time videos 

have no reliable support on existing data centers. 

Fog centers are capable of effectively adapting to the abrupt changes in workload as well as capable of 

handling time based fluctuations. A need has come where dynamic allocation of resources should be done by 

keeping this time variations in mind. Therefore a novel approach to adapt to the number of live server count 

dynamically and allocate accordingly should be developed. 

Effective live virtual machine migration has become a necessary approach to consolidation oriented 

techniques and has thus helped to save energy to a vast extent. Virtualization has been drastically emerging and 

live migration is the major element for seamless data transfer. The main issues that need to be considered are 

how well the performance increases when migration takes place and how efficient is the transfer of physical 

memory image while continuing to process till success. 

 

Proposed Work: 

The proposed work is composed of the following modules, 

1. Fog centre formation 

2. Resource reconfiguration 

3. Flexible scheduler implementation 

4. Design of Tunable bandwidth manager  

5. Live virtual machine migration 

 

A. Fog Center formation: 

The basis for rapid information technology development are the Fog centers which are capable of providing 

timing based operational consistency. There are two  basic phenomenon for explaining the nature of creating 

efficient fog centers namely, 

1. Application scenarios can be anywhere between running few seconds to lots of hours 

2. Big enterprise based applications that need to run massive amounts of data 

Keeping in mind the above two functions, creation of fog nodes are done as in Figure 2,so that the 

phenomenon can be executed effectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Fog center optimization cycle 

 

1)Vehicular Cloud Architecture: 

The incorporation of the basic architecture in a vehicle based network along road side is done using the 

vehicular cloud architecture[11]. Depending on the service model used,the ports may be deployed either as a 

single interface or multiple interfaces.The ith Road side unit generally consists of two ports for communicating 

with devices[10]. It is based on full-duplex model.The frequency basically used is the 5.9GHz frequency.It is 

also possible that in the future it may scale upto 75MHZ from the current 25 MHZ being used. 

A considerable amount of RSU are developed so that they are at a distance of D which is equal to 2R. Every 

such unit services a particular geographical landscape and 

1. Does the function of a relay node 

2. Act as a cloudlet with computational functionalities 

3. Serve as an application provider for the area serviced 
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B. Resource Reconfiguration: 

Let there be S(t) virtual machines at interval t that need to be kept ON. Each of the slots for configuration 

and consolidation need to be interleaved. The server configuration details need not be changed for every slot 

interval, meaning the ON and OFF states remain intact[5]. 

Accordingly, the following actions are required for reconfiguration, 

1. Input and output flow management 

2. Transfer every task to the VM with ON state 

 

Henceforth, after indicating by: 

    equation 1 

the workload size which is exhausted by the input queue, we need to formulate the resource reconfiguration 

problem at t slot. The objective function is in general the regular subjective linear arrangement of the per-slot 

full energy utilization and the goodput of the TCP/IP vehicular correlation. 

 

C.Flexible Scheduler Implementation: 

A novel scheduler with capability of minimizing the energy consumption with respect to computing 

networking and construction based costs is developed on Network fog centers with end to end TCP/IP 

connections. 

The scheduler does two main functions 

1. Active load balancing 

2. Online job breakdown 

Middleware layer is capable of supporting such activities and the provided service model is Software as a 

service. There are M servers at each layer that is composed of a virtual machine manager and it disintegrates 

number of virtual machines. In addition to this there are Input and output limited capacity controller buffers that 

take in charge the load distribution functionality whenever cloud processing needs to be done. 

 

D.Design of Tunable bandwidth manager: 

A tunable bandwidth manager is designed that is capable of providing improved utility-vs-delay 

performance without the need for any information of statistical input workload conditions[15]. Rapid 

unexpected time variation of the migrating appliance and fundamental association relations are monitored. 

The main requirements for successful bandwidth optimization are, 

1. Individual clients should have inbuilt full optimization 

2. Cloud architecture deployment ease 

3. Software assisted optimizations 

4. No network change 

5. User specific targets 

6. Change according to need 

 

Bandwidth optimizations are generally done under three types, 

1. Protocol based optimization 

2. Compression 

3. De-duplication 

 

1)Protocol based optimization: 

This is mainly based on the type of protocol being used.It works by monitoring the sequence of messages 

and eliminates redundant messages. It also ensures that the protocol makes maximum utilization of the network 

resources. 

 

2)Compression: 

The information sent across the internet is compressed by removing extra bytes by only sending data that 

needs to be moved. 

 

3)De-duplication: 

The data sent across the internet are validated to see for repetitions. The most common way in which this 

works is by replacing data patterns with those from a cache memory 

The following algorithm explains the working of a tunable bandwidth manager, 

 

Procedure TBM ()  

If (Job_Submitted())  
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GetVMDetails(compute power,Bandwidth) 

GetJobDetails(tasks,num,size) 

Construct_Model(nonlinear model) 

M=optimized job allocated  

End If  

While (VMlist==empty)  

GetidleVMi(VMList) 

T=GetNumOfTasks 

Match(VMi,M) 

Transmit(T) 

AllocateBandwidth(VMi) 

End while  

Consolidate() 

End procedure 

 

E.Live virtual machine migration: 

Live migration of virtual machines is done using the pre-copy memory migration technique. The various 

steps in pre-copy live migration as illustrated by figure 3 include, 

1. Pre-migration 

2. Reservation 

3. Iterative pre-copy 

4. Stop and copy 

5. Commitment 

6. Actuation 

 
Fig. 3: Pre-copy memory migration steps 

 

Generally four major constraints are taken into account for the effective working of tunable bandwidth 

manager. The first two sets of constraints depend upon the downtime and the total migration delay incurred. The 

second most important constraint is based on the total volume of migrated data. It also checks whether the ratio 

falls below a certain speed factor. Based upon this the maximum available rate is calculated. On further 

evaluation we can find out that the total migration time and the evaluation time actually coincide. 

 

Performance Evaluation: 

The energy savings of the planned flexible resource controllable scheduler is analysed. The overall target of 

the final result set is to numerically approximate the reductions in the average energy consumption made by the 

VMs’ operations on consolidation as well as the dynamic frequency scaling performance. 

Although this type of scheduler does not incur the cost burden of reconfiguration, there is a possibility of 

the resources being overbooked. Thus the classic intra- cloud based energy consumption model allows a way to 

test the energy savings by dynamically scaling its frequencies. 

This idea is indeed supported by the fact that the currently usable fog machines use only a static number of 

machines which make it easy for resource provisioning and can function at the maximum processing rate thus 

offering increased capability for varying workloads. 

1. The resulting execution complexity defined via an replication index  ,works  quickly with respect to the 

interval time used Ts. The variable count at every interval slot increases with increase in number of ON VMs. 

Total per-slot implementation complexity is found to be of the order O(M). 
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2. The resulting per slot implementation time is constrained only up to about 15 iteration periods. 

Dimensions are made by locally updating the task size and processing rate. Total per-slot execution complexity 

found to be of the order O(1). 

 

Figure 4 represents the estimation based on the admitted synthetic traffic and their equivalent energy 

utilization. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Evaluation of energy consumed vs input synthetic traffic 

 

Figure 5 represents the evaluation based on average total delay with respect to the average energy 

consumed when total bandwidth is used vs when only partial bandwidth gets allocated.  

 

 
Fig. 5: Evaluation of average total delay vs average energy consumed 

 

Figure 6 represents the evaluation of the adaptive resource scheduler along with the tunable bandwidth 

manager with respect to the average downtime Vs migration time with and without live migration. 
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Fig. 6: Evaluation of bandwidth optimization through live migration 

 

Conclusion: 

In this work an energy efficient adaptive resource scheduler was devised that was capable of working under 

hard quality of service guarantees. Live migration of virtual machines were performed while keeping in mind 

the bandwidth requirements. A new advancement for bandwidth management using live migration was 

effectively carried out. The experimental results show that the proposed approach has shown significant 

improvements in optimization. 

The optimal shared regulator is capable of supporting access protocol for dynamic i.e both variable and 

scattered administration of the power as well as the bandwidth requests. The unique Fog-based Bandwidth 

Optimization functionality has made noteworthy connection acceleration, thus increasing resource usability. The 

main aim of meeting various deployment strategies and vast remote user support were met. Results show that 

procedure level optimizations, multi-directional de-duplication and compression together provide 80% offload 

in usual scenarios.  

 

Future Enhancement: 

Migration taking place on a mistrusted platform may pose serious threat to the user and also result in 

serious integrity issues. Therefore to provide security the work can be extended in some areas of potential 

interest so that a mutual trust based relationship can be established. The future experiments can be further 

directed towards large scale test bed bandwidth optimizations. 
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